Kerry Batchelder’s Newly Released “The Misadventures of Max” is an Entertaining Tale About a Boy’s Mishaps Due to His Poor Decision-making

“The Misadventures of Max: Boys Rule and Girls Have Cooties” from Christian Faith Publishing author Kerry Batchelder is an amusing tale of a boy’s misadventures that teach him the important values of having compassion for others and not following the crowd.


Batchelder shares, “Caught between his Sunday-school upbringing and the peer pressure of a friend named Tommy, Max often finds himself in a world of trouble. This causes him to weigh the consequences of following the crowd against that of making good choices. He learns the hard way that good choices always win out.

"Max also has a secret crush on Annie Applegate but cannot tell a soul. To do so would be the undoing of his friendship with Tommy, who could have written the law ‘boys rule and girls have cooties’!

"Despite his childish pranks, Max wins the heart of teachers and parents alike through the learning experiences he encounters in his elementary years.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Kerry Batchelder’s new book shares the goal of teaching children the importance of self-discipline, as well as helping them understand how their actions may affect others.

This book also teaches pivotal insights of being steadfast and unique, as well as discerning one’s decisions and not following the crowd.

View a synopsis of “The Misadventures of Max: Boys Rule and Girls Have Cooties” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “The Misadventures of Max: Boys Rule and Girls Have Cooties” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “The Misadventures of Max: Boys Rule and Girls Have Cooties”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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